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NO. 2518 TYPE TRANSFORMERS 
(Special Sales Conditions Apply) 

(Card No. 1) 

SEE RATINGS 
BELOW 

Each consists of two interconnected transformers and associated apparatus such as 
resistors and capacitors, potted in a metal can and terminated in coaxial connectors. 
Each transformer has windings on a ferrite core and is provided with an electro
static shield between the windings. The shields are connected to the can and the outer 
conductor of each coaxial connector is electrically common with the can. 

Closest recommended mounting centers are 2-5/8 inches by 3-1/2 inches. 
No. 2518A & B: Each is intended to operate over the frequency range of 0.3 to 8.8 me. 
No. 2518A: Has an impedance ratio of 75 to 75 + 75 to 75 ohms between (3-can) to 

(1-can) + (2-can) to (4-can). Circuit (I-can) is conjugate to circuit (2-can) and 
circuit (3-can) is conjugate to circuit (4-can) . When each coaxial connector is ter
minated in 75 ohms, the hydrid loss from circuit (3-can) to circuit ( 4-can) is greater 
than the hybrid loss from circuit (1-can) to circuit (2-can). 
Intended for use in the J44104 and J68829 terminal equipments of the LS Carrier 

Telephone System. 
No. 2518B: The first transformer is a hybrid coil and has an impedance ratio of 75 to 

75 + 25 ohms. The required balancing network is internally connected. The second 
transformer has an impedance ratio of 25 to 75 ohms and is connected to the first 
transformer so that with 75 ohm external terminations connected to (1-can), (8-can) 
and (4-can) there is an impedance match at each termination. Circuit (I-can) ia 
conjugate to circuit (3-can). If energy is fed to circuit (4-can), the energy delivered 
to circuit (1-can) is three times that delivered to circuit (8-can). 
Intended for use in the J68830A receiving bay and in the terminal equipment of the 

L3 Carrier Telephone System . 

Approximate DC Resistance 
Code Fig. (Ohms) of Circuit 
No. No. (I-can) (2-can) (8-can) (4-can) Rating 

2518A 1 0.2 0.2 0.08 0.08 A.T.&T.Co .Std. (ML) 

2518B 1 0.14 0.04 0.04 " " " 
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